Nicole Bates seems to be moving quickly up the public health leadership ladder. The current director of government relations for the Global Health Council is a self-described strategic thinker and likes to plan two, three and even four steps ahead while playing with different future scenarios. So you think her career trajectory was carefully plotted. There’s only one problem. You’d be wrong.

Bates never set out to be a leader. In fact, she originally found her calling as a policy analyst with the national Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta shortly after getting her master’s in public health from UNC in health behavior and education. "I never thought I would be a leader," Bates says. "I just wanted to be a public health worker." But then something started happening.

By the time Bates was ready to graduate, she was ready to be a leader. In 1998, she completed two years of coursework and are now completing dissertations that will culminate this year with DrPH degrees. "These are highly accomplished individuals with proven leadership capacity and incredible passion for what they do," says Dr. Suzanne Havala Hobbs, director of the program. "Once they leave our executive DrPH program, look for them in top positions of leadership in the U.S. and around the world. It will be working to improve the health of all people."

The program is the nation’s first doctorate in health leadership (DrPh) degree that students can earn while taking all of their courses online from their homes or offices (see page 6). It is designed for working professionals in mid-career who have the capacity and drive to assume top positions in organizations working to improve the public’s health. Generous funding for technical support and student financial aid for the program is provided by The Constella Group. Don Holsworth, senior vice president and director of strategy for SRA International, Inc., and founder and former chairman and CEO of Constella Group, has been instrumental in helping fund the DrPH program (see pages 6 and 30). For more information on the program, see www.sph.unc.edu/hpaa/executive_droph.

In describing Bates’ leadership style, Dr. Nils Daulaire, president and CEO of the Global Health Council says: "In Washington, somehow boundaries don’t seem to fit into any description of Nicole Bates, not when she’s still learning, improving—and, most importantly of all, growing into her leadership role. You’d think she had planned it that way, but of course you’d be wrong."

Bates says this policy tension has brought out what she considers one of her signature leadership traits—the ability to focus and synthesize differences into a shared platform, especially when others are all over the map with their specific agendas.

"When I step back, I realize that facilitating dialogue and translating stakeholder buy-in into action is something that strong leaders do well," says Bates. "Given my work, I have the opportunity to refine that skill almost daily."

Problem was, Blair’s undergraduate and master’s degrees were in botany, and his doctorate was in genetics. To learn about human physiology, he chose to attend the UNC School of Public Health.

That decision changed the course of his professional life and gave the study of cancer one of its most accomplished advocates. "Once at UNC, Blair became hooked on epidemiology. He earned his master’s degree from the School in 1976 and went on to pursue a career in public health that culminated as chief of the Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology Branch of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) for more than 25 years. At NCI, Blair oversaw the expansion of the branch from four investigators to more than 30. He was among the first to revolutionize the study of occupational epidemiology by introducing quantitative and molecular methods of assessing exposure to environmental hazards. His work on case studies among farmers in the Midwest pointed to the role of pesticides and agricultural chemicals in the high incidence of specific types of cancer among the farmer populations. That effort led to the large-scale Agricultural Health Study he pioneered, which measured various health outcomes over a 15-year period among agricultural workers in Iowa and North Carolina.

Over the years, Blair has been the recipient of numerous awards, including the School’s 2007 Barr Distinguished Alumni Award for contributions to public health; the National Institutes of Health Director’s Award; and the John Goldsmith Award for Outstanding Contributions to Epidemiology, for his work on occupational and environmental causes of cancer.

"The UNC School of Public Health is a very high-caliber and prestigious school," Blair notes, adding that the expertise of scientists at the School and the resources available to students and faculty “come together in helping to further an individual career.”

Blair retired as branch chief at the NCI in 2006. An avid golfer, he now divides his time between academic pursuits, golf and his four grandchildren.
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Nicole Bates seems to be moving quickly up the public health leadership ladder. The current director of government relations for the Global Health Council is a self-described strategic thinker and likes to plan two, three and even four steps ahead while playing with different future scenarios. So you think her career trajectory was carefully plotted. There’s only one problem. You’d be wrong.

Bates never set out to be a leader. In fact, she originally found her calling as a policy analyst with the national Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta shortly after getting her master’s in public health from UNC in health behavior and education. By her own admission, Bates originally felt more comfortable listening carefully to others in group settings than speaking up. She was, after all, often the youngest person in the meetings. But then something started happening.

When she did speak, people listened, especially when she was the youngest in the room. Bates quickly realized she was being heard. In other words, Bates found her colleagues started coming to her for advice, thinking she was thoughtful and precise. Eventually, her classmates have just completed two years of coursework and are now completing dissertations that will culminate this year with a DrPH degree. “These are highly accomplished individuals with proven leadership capacity and incredible passion for what they do,” says Dr. Suzanne Havala Hobbs, director of the program. “Once they leave our executive DrPH program, look for them in top positions of leadership in the U.S. and around the world.”
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